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Deep, Jones and Hartel Named:

by

~uzuki

Student Files Suit

September 21, at about
3:30a.m. Charles Blomquist, a
freshman here at BSC was stopped
on campus and his car searched hy
Bridgewater Police. A quantit>' of
marijuana was allegedly seized, he
was arrested by Officer Barry
Soderbaum and charged with
possession of a class "0" substance
with intent to distribute.
At about Ipm he received a letter
from Dean Martha Jones
demanding that he remove all of his
personal belongings from Durgin
Hall by Sp.m. pending the outcome
of his judicial hearing.
These incidents triggered a series
of events that lead to a suit filed by
Mr. Blomquist in U.S. District Court
charging Vice President David
Deep, Dean' Martha Jones,
Resident Assistant Peter Hartel·and
Bridgewater. State College with
violating his right to due process,
invasion of privacy, intentional
infliction of emotional distress and
tortious breach of contract.
Mr. Blomquist is seeking the
following relief:
1. Enter a declaratory judgment
that the acts and practices set forth
in this Complaint deny plaintiff his
rights under 42 U.S.c. s. 1983 and
the Fourteenth Amendment to the
United St<ltesConst.itution.
On

Constitution, the Policies and
Procedures for the Implementatiol1
of Due Process at Bridgewater State
College and the Bridgewater State
College Residence Hall Handbook. '
B) Barring the plaintiff or any
other student from his or any other
residence hall until and unless he
first has been sentenced to receive
such a punishment, after notice and
hearing, in conformity to the
Fourteenth Amendment to the
United States Constitution, the
Policies and Procedures for the
Implementation of Due Process at
Bridgewater State College and the
B r id ge wa t er S tat e Coil e ge
Residence Hall Handbook when 00'
serious emergency exists.
C) Publishing or otherwise
disseminating in any way, by a
writing or verbally, the rule that a
student is permitted to have legal
counsel only in cases appealed to
the Board of Trustees or is not
permitted to make or have a record
made of the disciplinary hearing
proceedings.
D) Attempting to pursuade the
plaintiff or any other student to
waive his legal rights, or attempting
to pursuade the parents of the
plaintiff or any other student that
the student should waive his legal
rights.
. , '

'!?':"~nt~r;"~t~h1pHrnf9~regfri5.tft1nc~

;;. '>1$; !nf~Mi!1nporary; pr~rffufhary'

order, preliminary injunction, and
permanent injunction enjoining the
de fe n dan t s, the i.r age n t s ,
employees, successors, and all
persons who participate with them
from:
A) Taking disciplinary actions
of any kind against the plaintiff or
any other student without first
. glvmg notice and hearing as
required by the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States

and permanent, mandatory
injunction ordering the defendants,
the i r a g e n t s , e m p loy e e 5 ,
!".llccessors, and all persons who
participate with them to:
A. Puhlish, in the normal
manner, a correction to the Policies
and Procedures for the Implementation, of Due Process at
Bridgewater State College and to
the Residence Hall Handbook, a

staiementthat a student who IS
brought before a College judicial
board is entitled to tape-record' or
otherwise preserve the hearing
",roceedings and that a student
vho has been accused of a crime
and a violation of a College
regulation arising our of
substantially the same facts is
entitled by the United States
Constitution to have legal counsel at
any College disciplinary hearing.
4. Monetary damages of $10,000
against each defendant.
5. Reasonable attorney's fees and
costs.
In his affidavit, Charles Blomquist
alleges that no date for a hearing had
been set as of September 26, which
was when he requested the
assistance of attorney Steven' M.
Wise.
Blomquist also alleges that Vice
President Deep, in- a meeting with
Blomquist's parents, told them that
it would be best for him to request a
postponement in the college due
process procedures until after his
criminal trial scheauled for October
10, and that he consider
withdrawing as a student from the
College "for personal reasons". By
doing this, the College would do
nothing to prevent his gaining
,i3cr,.~pt9.n.f.~to . ano.ther, c911,~se ..

.on
''fileih'''elS:Oi§trict C6uff'as'~xhiblt

Vice President Deep, named in civil suit.

he';: ~·,;t:ei¥1!~~~d4'9;~/;l~cDJJeg~'gl.lilt9"of chargesi;made'underithis, . ,.
"J" is a scrap of paper on which I residence hall and th'e'tollege' . Statement without due process.
Blomquist's parents allege that disciplinary process has, been Due process includes the right of
Deep wrote the words that completed, he would not be allowed the accused to know the charge
made against him/her, the right to
Blomquist was to use when he to play.
Mr. Blomquist alleges that the
be heard and state his/her own
requested the postponement.
version of the events in respect to
Mr. Blomquist also charges that action taken by the .college has
he has not been allowed to practice restricted my opportunities to get to which the charge is made, the right
to confront witnesses and to know
or play with the football team nor know other students, to study, to
socialize,
and
otherwise
interact
the content of any other factual
will he be allowed to play. He stated
that he' had been told by the head with other students. This has also bases for the charge, and the right to
Football Coach that until and unless necessitated 3 hours of commuting have the matter "adjudicated" by an
to and from the college each day. He impartial person or body.
further charges that he has not yet
The breach of contract allegation
been granted a hearing. .
stems from Mr. Blomquist's and Mr.
Mr. Blomquist and his attorney Wise's contention that the college,
further allege that not only did the by allegedly evicting Mr. Blomquist
college violate his right to due without following its own policy of
process in the 14th Amendment, h '
h
but violated its own rules set down
avmg a earing breached theagreement by which he
and was a homeroom representative in Item 7. The "statement of Rights original
rented his room.
'
in high school. As a student and Responsibilities," part of the
section
called
"Policies
and
When
asked
about
this
matter,
councilor, he held a guidance job for
Procedures for the Implementation V.P: Deep and Mr. Hartel declined
students with important problems
of DueProcess at Bridgewater State to comment. President Rondileau
and learned a great deal about the
College," on pages 40&41 of"New and Dean Martha Jones could not
emotions about people. He would
Dimensions," a publication of the be reached for comment.
like his fellow class mates to talk to
[This refusal to comment should
Office of Student Life.
him whenever they have problems
7. The right to due process. No not b~ presumed to be an adm~ssion
or would like to help the freshman
class with events. The aimiable student shall be subjected to of gUllt, but. a standard practice of
disciplinary, procedures qr found defendents In such cases].
freshman president would like to
hold. meeting~ for his class once a
month and the first freshman
assembly ison October 22 at 4-5 and
thp. '23 at 11-12 . .This wilLQive the
'. freshman a chance
kno\.w who
they have in office and know what is
going on with their class.
, Debbie Cunha, the new freshman
During the Columbus Day cannot do everything to control
vice-president, also wants to help
out her class "lnd ~et to know it very weekend, a couch was stolen by further . vandalism and I need
well. She graduated from Falmouth some youths and they were student support to help this
High School and. is an Elementary apprehended by the Campus problem be prevented. The union is
Educatibn major here at BSC. The Police. Since that incident, a rug mainly for students and they should
first week Debbie came here she from the first floor foyer has been be concerned about the furniture
knew she was going to run for vice taken as well a a Butcher Block they use-in here if they wish to have
it." The thefts are costing the BSC
president and really strived for the chair, .assorted' urns, planters and
students a lot of money, because of
plants.
involvement in her! class.
the replacements being made and
is
As
a
result
of
these
thefts,
there
The team of Wayne and Debbie
the pay for the New Student' Aides.
and their. officers should prove a ,now hve student security aides,
This will result in cutting the funds in
working
-with
the
night
managers
very strong and productive one with
student service$.
the help of their fellow classmates. about four nights a week-Their jobs
The seriousness of this situation
are
not
to
act
like.
police'
but
to
Although there is a controversv
should be realized to every,one.
prevent
further
vandalism
by
being
about the secretarial' election,
Whoever is caught stealing· out of
Debbie Birch is considered visible. There. will' also be more
the Union will be prosecuted as
police
at
student
activities
.
for
secretary at this moment. A new
larceny. Something this serious is
election for the position may take further protection.
not a mere childish prank.
Dr.
Rick
Veno,
Director
of
the
place. but It is not clearly decided
-Student
Union
Building,
says
"1
upon yet.

Freshman Officer Introduced
bv Audrev Oliveira

Jbg Freshman officers are readv
and willing fo be working tor their
class since their recent election a
couple of weeks ago.
Wayne Rogers, the new
president, is very concerned in
unifying and being involved with thf~
freshman class. Graduated from

Cambridge Rindge Latin Hif3 h
School last June, he is a Liberal Arts
Major at sse. He respects his
freshman class and is prepared to
handle the control and authority as
president.
He participated in the Fairness
Committee, class representative

Media Forum
•
IS Tonight
Thursday evening, October 18,
one of the highlights of the
Massachusetts State College Week
will occur as five_r.epresentatives .of
print media of our region gather to
discuss issues critical to the role of
print media in the comins decade.
Your attendance andparticipation
, and. that of your students, is
welcomed and appreciated. You
can assist us in making' this a
successful and worthwhile event by
announcing' the event in your
classes and be planning to attend
yourself.
TIME: 8:00 P.M.
LOCATION: Student Union
Ballroom
PARTICIPANTS: Mr. Paul Szep,
Editorial Cartoonist for Boston
,Globe. ,Ms. Nancy Pomerene,

formerly of Boston Magazine;
currently editor of Advertising East.
Ms. Carol Lee Costa, City Editor,
New Bedford Standard Times. Mr.
Joe O'Brien~~-City Editor, Brockton
Enterprise. Mr. Dave Moran,
Managing Editor, Boston Phoenix.
Format: The panel will discuss and
respond to audience questions in
t he following areas: I, The influence
of print media on the public it
serves. 2. The relationship of print
meciia to other media. 3. The public
responsibility of print media. 4. The
kinds of training, experience, 'and
attitudes that go into developioB
effective, responsible journalists.
Audience participation is
encouraged in this event. Thank
you for your assistance and
participation.

to

SU- Vandalism
is Increasing
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.\ Le tte rs to the Ed ito r
"Re
. 1d·leu1ous .,"
I think the Campus Police should
cross the tracks and begin ticketing
the illegal parkers in that parking lot.
Student s have been parking past
the designa ted parking lines.
Sometim es the rows have been
illegally extende d by as many as five
cars! I have a large car and there are
times when I have to squeeze along
the central aisle in order to exit the
parking lot. It is RIDICULOUS! It's
not that there are no available
spaces left. to park in. They simply
don't Wcmt to have to¥,alk toofar~ If
others obey the rules they should
also. A little exercise like the rest at
us get will do them some good. So
come on Campus Police. Do us a big
favor on the other side of the tracks!
A Group of
Concer ned Commu ters

.

".
... Inte ntlo n
.

not
.mal icio us ... "
"

To the Editor,
The phrase used in the publicity
release for "Man of La Mancha "was
"invigorating rape scene" and noL
simply "invigorating rape." I'm sure
the author is not psychotic enough
to believe rape is invigorating;
however, the "rape scene" in La
Mancha is indeed invigorating in
that, it is beautifully choreog raphed
and produce s an amazing dramatic
impact. The sentenc e structur e was
perhaps incorrec t but the intention
of the phrase was not malicious;
As to Ms. Lingren's concern that
Aldonza is of "no dramatic value",
this couldn't be further from the
truth. She is responsible for muchof
the play's beauty. as are many of the
other characte rs: But it must be
rememb ered that all the characters
spring from Cervant es' (Quioxte's)
imagination. He is responsible for
bringing every charact er to life and
without . him there would be no
Aldonza.
Sincerely
Mary Pio

To The Editor,
This letter is actually to Joyce
Marcus/and Kathleen Lindgren. After
reading your letters ;totbe .editor, I
was compelled towrlte to ',both ;of~
you. First off, the :advance. pitch for .
the "Man of La Mancha" was not
•
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J

•

~

t.

j"

•

. . .. I

I

intended to imply the condonmg ()f
an "invigorating rape scene." If this
was your reaction to thp. sales pitch
please be reassure d that the writer
did not condone the actions of d
rape scene. It is unfortunate that our
society wants such· thrills for
escapism. I am not in any way or
fashion justifying the.act of rape.
Personally, I think the act itself is
very sick! The only reason that 1can
imagine the writer would print this
material is that maybe it's an,
interesting way to _captur e the
audience's attention. Now I'm not
saying that all audiences are sick or
need treatment, I am simply stating
that in our society, some people
want to witness such a stage act for
reasons of escapism.
Allen Fleming

Dri nki ng Age
Eff ects
Dear Editor:
When the drinking age was raised
last April, those of us who are under
twenty were told that it should not
have a strong effect on our social life
here at BSC. Unfortunately, we are
constantly discriminated against
because of our age. Many functions
in the Ballroom are closed to us and
we are not allowed in .the
Rathskeller. It would not be as much
of a problem if other activities were
substituted, but as yet, we have had
no such substitutions. By excluding
us from the Ballroo m' and
Rathskeller the college commu nity
is no longer unified.
.
At the HilI there has been a
serious problem with vandalism this.
semeste r. The student s there have
no other means of entertai nment so
they stay in the Hill, drhlk, get
drunk, and cause disturba nces. An
effor has been me de by the dorm
officers of Shea and Durgin Halls to
have dances and other functions but
they hqve been refused permission
for these activities. How can we
expect to control the drinking at the
if we do not ofter any substitu te
activities? Denials for constru ctive
functions do not serve as a
punishment for rule-breakers, they
only encoura ge more destruct ion.
This is a problem .we are all
involved in and we are' all affected
by. Someth ing must be done to have
a unified college community and a
little co·ope ration from the
administration would. bea big help.
Sincerely yours,
Karen Walsh

The Com men t
Sta ff Mee ting s
Tuesd~~~.~l ~~~:~ 11
t1illa',,,.~

,,/F.(.' "~'!i;fI

Fa' st for
Wo rld
Ha rve st

a

C or re ct io ns
;

The sixth annual Fast for a World
Harvest is schedul ed for Thursda y,
Novem ber 15, 1979 and once agaIn
student s at BSC will have the
opjJortunity to make a simple yet
powerful commit ment to the world's
hungry.
.
The Campu s Food Service will
donate $1.35 for each resident
student who goes without lunch and
supper on the Thursda y before
Thanksgiving.
• The total amount contrib uted for
.~ the day will be donated to an
Organiz ation know as OxFam
which i:1 turn will use the money by
giving. sup,port to village level
d~veloX?ment, ~~Gund the.. world.
Last year mt>re than 1,200 groups
and organiz ations through out the
nation particio atedin the F,,!>t rtnrl
donate over $160,000 to Oxfam for
itsde~)elopment and aid program s.
and aid program s.
The money the average Americ an
spends on food each day is enough
to enable people in Africa, Asia and
Latin Americ a to buy seed for an
entire crop, raise a flock of chicken s
or build an irrigation ditch.
Fasting is a simple and direct way
of identifying with the worlds hungry
by sharing thp. feeling of hunger with
.men, women and children in toher
parts of the i..... orld who know the real
thing day after daY, year after year.
.$.0, during the next few weeks,
think about' fasting for hunger on
Nov. 15 and watch for sigr1Ups
outside the campus · dining halls.
That small sacrific e· on your part
could make all the dJrference in the
world to s0rne::m.e·somewhaere less
fortunat e than' yourself.

On page one, in the election results, three names were misspelled. We
apologize to Debbie Cunha, Vice Preside nt of the Class of 1980, E.
Ilene
Hantzis . candida te for senator , and Junior Class Yearbo
ok
Represe ntative Jeff Grinley.
On page five, the by-line was accidentally left off the article "Faith,
Science and the Future" . This article was written by Dr. Vahe
Marganian, of the Departm ent of Chemic al,$cien ces.

D ea dl in es
Mo nda y at noo n: Cla ssif ied
Ad s, Ad ver tism ent s and
An nou nce me nts .
Tue sda y at noo n: Art icle s,
Let ters and Com me nta ries .
The Com me nt
(established 1927)
Editor -in-Ch ief ...... ...... ...... ...... ... : . Karen Tobin
Manag ing Editor ...... ...... ...... .. Michael McEac hern
News Editor s ....... ....... ....... ....... :... Pat D.ll?dY
...... .•.... ...... ...... , . Audrey Ohvlera
~it~'r~i 'A~~~ 'Editor s ....... '~ ...... ...... . Jackie Becket t
Sports Editor ....... .. .- ...... ...... ...... ... Danny Hall
Adver tising Manag er ...... ...... ...... .. Robert A. Cote
Busine ss Manag er ...... ...... ... ······ Colleen Desmo nd
Phd'to graphy Editor ....... . , ....•. ..... Joni M. Dahlene '
Graph ic Arts Editor ...... ...... ...... ..... Greg Dansak
Office Manag er ....... . '...... ...... .. Susan J. Laflamme
Distrib ution Manag er ...... ...... ...... . James A. Calnan
Contri buting Editor s ... : ...... ...... ...... .... Sue Asci
T. Michael Robert son

Vo ice s/r om

Wi thi n

"

Women from Bridgew ater State
College and the First Parish
Unitarian Universalist Church of
Bridgew ater are planning a women 's
service to be held on Sunday ,
Octobe r 21. The service is .a
celebrat ion of woman hoqd and
centers around the theme "Voices'
from Within." Poetry, reading s, and
music will be used to examin e issues
relating to both men and women.
Participating in the service are Pat
Gesner, Bobbie Cutler, Cora Wells,
Cindy Alexa nder, Eleano r
Hutchings, Cynthia Flagg, Louella
Marin, Beth Packar d, Helen
Freema n, . Pat Veno, and a folk
group from Sacred Heart Church in
Taunto n under th~ directio n of
Nora and Wayne Berard. The
service WIll be held at10:30 a.m.,
Octobe r 21 at the First Parish
Unitarian Universali'st Church ,
",:$~,Rq9:'l.j§Jx~~~)3.ri~gewater .. The
"p6blfc"'fs ''€!t'5fdiallY' inOitee] to attend.
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Writin g Staff: John Banach , Gil Bliss, Ed Copp, A~thony·
Costello Elizabeth Fitch, Rebecc a Foster Tom Leen, MIchelle
Litchfield, joe McDonald, Lori Parker , Doug Schorr , Suzuki , Leo
Wiltshire.
Art Staff: Charlie Bil.lard.
Photo Staff: Jack Dunca n, Susan Fearnl ey,
Frederickson, Julie Gerard , Gail Kyle.

Gloria

Produ ction Staff:' Martha Anders on, SHeila Brenna n, Sdsan
Brennan, Joe Downey, Rebecc a Foster, Michael Gardne r,
Colleen Goudie, Tom Leen,K athlee n Lindgren, Charlo tte
Mankus.
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IAnnouncements I
CHI-ALPHA
Everyone is welcome to Chi-Alpha, a trans denominational full gospel
Christian fellowship. We meet Tues, at 11:00 in S.U. 205. Come and
meet some new friends!
STUDY/TEACHING ABROAD
An Orientation and Information for all students interested in study or
teaching abroad second semester will be held on October 18 from 10-12
and from 1-3 in rooms 205,206 and 207 in the Student Union.
FORENSIC SOCIETY
The BSC Forensic Society invites all students of all majors to become
members. If you are interested in Debate, Public Speaking, Group
Discussion, Oral Interpretation, and Acting, then the Forensic Society is
for you.
Competitions are held on weekends. A working schedule for this
s~mester includes trips to Fitchburg State College. Southern Conecticut
State, BloomsburgPennsylvania, and the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst. Any interested student should contact a member of the $ociety
or David Correira. Meetings are held on Thursdays at 11:00 in the PIT
(across from the Communication Office).
FALL WHALE WATCH
Because of the popularity of the soring whale watch trips I have made
arrangements for a single fall trip,on Saturday, October 27th leaving
from P.town at 1:30 in the afternoon. This will be a five hour trip as the
whales are further off shore in the fall. Cost will be 8.00/person. Call me
at X317 or see me in my office Room 116 conant science if you want to go.
Space is limited and the trip is open to everyone on a first come first serve
basis.
John C. Jahoda, Biology Department
HUMAN PERFORMANCE LAB
The Human Performane Lab in Kelly Gymnasium will be open to all
BSC students on Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday afternoons from
3-5.
FORENSIC SOCIETY
All members of the Forensic Society must contact Prof. Susan
Miskelly for the upcoming events. There will be an important meeting on
October 18, at 11:00 in the Pit. If you have prepared material, bring it to
this meeting.
MANDATORY FRESHMAN MEETING
Mandatory Freshman Meeting for the convenience of the Freshman
Class Class officers have decided to hold assembly on two consecutive
::lays, and two different times; therefore all students are able to attend:
1. Oct. 22, Mon. 4-5
'2. Oct. 23, Tues. 11-12
The meeting will be held in the S.u. Demonstration Room in the
Student Union Building.
"-"

~--

...................................... -............................................................................

'PROFESSIONAL/EDUCATION-INFORlJ4A/TION.·.. . . ". .' '.
NEED INFORMATION? DON'T KNOW WHERE TO GO FORTHE
ANSWERS? If you have any questions about the various teacher
education programs at BSe, there is someone who can help.
Dr. Ray Harper
Dean of Professional Education
Open office hours every Monday 9-11, or by appointment
Room L31l.
WIN A TV!
Twelve inch portable B&W. Chances .50 each. Sponsored by the
Equestrian Club. Tickets will be sold across from the bookstore Monday
October 15, Monday October 22, from 10-3.Drawing 'will be Monday
October 22 at 3:30.
MEDIEVAL MANOR TRIP
Great Hill Student Apartments has 5 openings for their trip to
Medieval Manor on Sun. Oct. 21 at 3:00 p.m. Cost: $15.00 includes:
meal, show, beer/wine, and bus ride. Contact Dan Elliott Apt. 2C697-' ,
6844 for more information.
·-·······~,-TiijjEj\ii··TEAEHiNG·A:;iRO'AD···--···········

......... _.. _.-_ ...... -... ..

An Orientation & Information for all students interested in stu(jy or
teaching abroad second semester will be held on October 18, from'10-12
and from 1-3 in rooms 205, 206 & 207 in the Student Union.

CHI ALPHA
Everyone is welcome to Chi Alpha a transdenominational full gospel'
Christian fellowship. We meet Tues. at 11:00 in the S.U. 205. Come and
meet some new friends.

·······-"FoRENIsC'·socie:y-y·iNviTEs:NE-w-MEMBEiis·······.
The BSC Forensic Society invites all students of all majors to become
members. If you are interested in Debate, Public Speaking,' Group
Discussion, Oral Interpretation, and Acting, then the Forensic Society is
for you.
..,
Competitions are held on we.ekends. A working schedule fur this
semester includes trips to Fitchburg State College, Southern
Connecticut State, Bloomsburg Pennsylvania, and the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst. Any interested student should contact a
member of the society or David Correira. Meetings are held on
Thursdays at 11:00 in the PIT {across from the Comml1nir.~tjnn.J)f.f.ir.A.\.

LIBRARY·SMCL
A new brochure available at the circulation desk of The Clement C.
Maxwell Library explains the services of Southeastern Massachusetts
Cooperating Libraries, better known as SMCL.
In existence since 1968, SMCL offers students, faculty members and
other users of each of its member libraries the resources of all of them.
Materials may either be borrowed in person by prsentation of one's
college ID card, or a free inter-institutional delivery servic~ may be
utilized. It is also possible to arrange for photocopying of materials at any
member library upon payment of a nominal fee.
Bridgewater's SMCL membership makes a total o.f nearly. 7?0,~00
volumes availabe to members of the college commumty. Partlclpahng
institutions in addition to Bridgewater, are Southeastern Massachuset~s
University, Stonehill College, Wheaton College, Brockton Publ~c
Library, Brockton VA Medical Center Library and Taunton Publtc
Library.
.

.

PROGRAM COMMITTEE
What are you going to dress up as this Halloween?? You better start
thinking--You won't want to miss the excitement coming up soon!
There's going to be a Halloween Costume Part~1 on Wednesday night,
October 31 in the Ballroom. Plan now so you'll have the best costume
there!!

OPINION

Language
GER

A TTENTION SENIORS
GRADUATE SCHOOL. For those considering graduate and
professional school, now is the time to start plann\ng. Reference books
and considerable information on schools and the process are available in
the Career Planning and Placement Office.
If you need or want to take the Graduate Record Examination, the
next one offered is on December 8, 1979 at BSC. The deadline for
applying is November 7. Applications for the GRE and other
grad/professional school entrance exams are availabe in the Career
Planning and Placement Office.

COLLEGE PLACEMENT ANNUAL
An invaluable help to you in your job search this year is the College
Placement Annual. It contains information on over 1200 companies and
agencies which recruit nationwide for ALL college majors. TO GET
YOUR FREE COPY, COME TO THE 'CAREER PLANNING AND
PLACEMENT OFFICE. SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED, SO THESE WILL
BE GIVEN OUT ON A FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED BASIS. It also
contains valuable information on how to write a resume, the job search,
graduate school, and other useful information.
CAREER PLACEMENT CENTER
The operating hours this semester for the Career Planning am i
Placement Office (formerly The Career Exploration Center) are:
Monday through Friday: 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p_m.
ThursdayEvening: 7:30 p.m.-l0:00 p.m.
Two career counselors (Sue Krastin and Susan Gallitano) will be then ~
to assist students in their career decision making.
CHI ALPHA PRA YERS
Do somethings bog you down? Do you feel like you need some extT(
help now and then? If you have a problem, or need, or want just good ole
support-owe would like to pray for you. If you want someone to pray fO!
you simply slip a piece of paper with your request on it into lockel
number 249 in the Student Union (ground floor.) Someone will bE
keeping your request in prayer. Sponsored by Chi-Alpha.
BSC JAZZ BAND LOOKING FOR NEW MEMBERS
The BSC Jazz Band is looking for new members. Don't put your.
instru~ent away just because you're in college. C'mon down at 4:15-5:30
p.m. Tues & Thurs in Tillinghast·-Tl or contact Prot. Gannon ext. 293 or
Steve Mills, Scott Hall rm 308 ext. 356,357. All are welcome especially
needed: trombones, pianist tuba, and sa xes.

····· ..·"REGULATloNs·FoiiiiiiRARy"[iuii.iiiiiBo"Aiiii·usE·
Dr. Owen ToP. McGowan, Librarian, has issued the following
regulations governing student use of bulletin boards in the Clement C.
Maxwell Library:
--Notices must be related to college activities.
--Notices must be stamped by the library secretary before posting;

by Jeff Feingold
Right now a serious question is
facing us. The question is posed as a
plan to make foreign language a
requirement for all (degree
program) students. Superficially,
the question is whether or not such
a requirement is justifiable; more
profoundly, the question is whether
or not students should have' an
active voice in the setup of their
education.
The Student Government
Association is opposing this plan. If
many students support this
opposition by signing the SGA's
petitions' or attending a peaceful
demonstration, they will, in effect,
be demanding a say in the way this
school is run. If they don't oppose
the plan they will, in effect, be
condoning the administration's
effort to make all decisions
concerning BSC.
Is a foreign language requirement
necessary? The question is vital, for
students should not be required (ie,
. forced) to take courses which are
not essential to their education.
Some argue that we need this
requirement. "If students take only
\ courses related to their major, they
. will not be getting broad,liberal
. ~ducations. The school will be
i;'aining specialists. people severely
lin;ited in knowledge and ability."
I ciisagree. We already have a
sufficient regimen of required
courses. Math, science, English,
Philosophy, sociology or
psychology·-all these are already
required. These alone give a student
:'l broad background in all essential
fields.
I also disagree that foreign
language teaches discipline to
students. There is enough discipline
required in Freshman English,
where students must write one
essay per week. There is enough

*~~~i~~~~~~~c~~~:~~~~
--Those posting notices are responsible for removing them when
they are outdated.
--Notices should be on posterboard and should be no larger than 15"
x IT nor smaller than 5" x 7".
--Notices of activities which will continue throughout the year
should nevertheless be changed from time to time--or they run the risk of
being overlooked.
.
--No more than three notices of the same activity may be placed at
the same time on library bulletin boards.
--The library reserves the right to remove any notices considered

Thus foreign language,while
possibly useful, is not essential, and
should not be required.
It may be argued that foreign
language is essential to certain
majors. This is probably true, and
that's why certain majors already
have to take language. What the
new plan proposes is that all
students must take language. I
understand why I, an English major,
may be required to Hindustani,or
Chinese, but why should a physical
education major? Granted that a
Phys. Ed. major should take
something other than Phys. Ed.
courses, but he does already have to
take philosophy, math, science, etc.
Finally, it is obvious that forcing
an unwilling student to take, let's
say, two years of German--it is
obvious this will do him no good.
He'll forget probably everything he
learned in a year or so; he'll be
completely turned off to foreign
language, probably permanently;
and his attitude toward will be
severely damaged--and so will his
grades.
.
'
Students, if you feel language
should not be part of the General
Education Requirements, speak up.
Sign the SGA's petitions; tell the
SGA you wanta demonstration; tell
. the administrators that you want a
voice in your education.

inappropriate.

WRITING CENTER
The Writing Center at Bridgewater State College exists to provide
stucientswith tutorial help in writing. Students are free to drop in during
Writing Center hours and discuss their writing proqlems and to arrange
a schedule of tutorial sessions. The Writing Center hours for the Fall
1979 semester are:
Monday 8:00-11:00 a.m.
Tuesday 9:00-3:00 p.m.
Wednesday 8:00 a.m.-l:OO p.m.
Thursday9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.
Friday 8:00 a.m.-11:00 a.m_
The Writing Center is located in Maxwell Library 238and can be called
by dialing campus extension 545.
CARPENTER'S SHOP
We are an interdenominational Christian fellowship sharing the Lord
with each other. We meet Tuesday at 11:00 in Lounge 4 across from the
information booth and Thursday at 11:00 in the Green Room. All are
welcome.

Bishop
VisitsBSC
FL,YING PIZZA
j~ ~

Telephone 697·8631 ~~\~
II Bridgewater delivery onlyjl

I,ll. . .~ ~.JJ..

.
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, by E. Ilene Hantzis
Un Tuesday, October 9th, the
Bishop of Delhi, Metropolitan P.
Gregorios came to BSC to lecture
on Faith, Science and the Future.
Bishop G.regorios was born on
August 9, 1922, in Tripunithura,
Kerala and graduated from the
Governmental Boys' High School
there. He later attended Princeton
Seminary 'and Yale Divinity School; .
. taught in Ethopia and served on the
(Cont. on p.4)
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~nouncements
CHEMISTRY CLUB LECTURE
fhe Chemistrv Cluh is sponsoring a Jectureon Tuesday,October23rd at

:l-:30 in S·332, Dr. Elmer Jones of Northeastern University will speak on
'The Origins of Life". Everyone is welcome.

BSC ARTS MAGAZINE
The BSC Arts Magazine is proud to announce the upcoming publication
of the first issue at the· end of October. We are now accepting
submissions of poetry, prose, black & white photography, and graphics:
Photography and graphics will be returned to the owner after
publication. Drop off your creative work at the Student Union Info.
Booth between now and Oct. 26, and ask the attendant to put it in the
Arts Magazine mailbox. Ifyou want your submission returned to you, be
sure to include your name, address, or telephone number on the back.
We need your help to make this issue interesting and exciting!

IRAN:LAND OF NATURE AND ART
The International Student Association invites all faculty and students to
a showing of the film: Iran: Land of Nature and Art on Thursday,
October 18 at 7:00 P.M. in the Library Lecture Hall. '

········CAREEii·cOUNS"EiiNC;··XNDiiNANCiAi.··Airi··········........ ,.
On Tuesday, October 23 at 11:00 AM. in S.U. I, OASIS will have a
discussion on Career Opportunities and Financial Aid available for the
older student. This discussion will be led by Mr. Dennis Ciganovic of the
Career Counseling Center. All are welcome to attend,

BE A HEART SA VER
Be a Heart Saver-Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation(CPR). Doyou wish to
become: certified as a basic life support rescuer?($2.00 fee for course
materials)
certified as an Instructor in CPR?(for those already certified as rescuers
and who wish to be able to teach CPR to others. $5.00 fee for course
materials}
Each complete basic life support course meets from 6:00 pm to 9:30 pm
on Tuesday and Thursday evenings of the same week. Sign-up lists for
the courses indicated below are in the chairman's office, Department of
Biological Sciences.
No. 1·0ctober 30 & November 1
No. 2·Nouember 6 & 8
No. 3-Nou~mber 13 & 15
No. 4·Nouember 27 & 29
No.5-December 4 & 6
No. 6-December 11 & 13
Special arrangements will be made. for scheduling the Instructor's
course.

I

Taught in New Zealand: '.

Fanning Returns to·BSC

by Pat Gesner
Dr Chi'uJes F,lrming, oi the
English department. recently
returned TO BSe from a six· month
sojourn in New Zealand, He went to
New Zealand on a Fullbright
Lectureship, at the request of the
Council of International E.xchange
of Scholars and Teachers in
Washington This program sends
American scholars to teach at
colleges and universities throughout
the world. Dr. Fanning taught at thE
University of Canterbury in
Christchurch. a city about half the
size of Boston. He taught classes in
American Literature, American
Immigrant History. and American
Art and Architecture.
Dr. Fanning feels that the
expenence was valuable to him for
at least two reasons. First, he was
able to be involved in an American
Studies· program, and to teach
classes that he doesn't teach here at
BSC. (American Studies is a
continuing interest of Dr. Fanning;
he redeved his PhD in American
Studies, and was involved in setting
up the, program for an American
Studies minor at BSC.) Secondly,
the trip to New Zealand also gavE'
him a chance to experience life in a
different type of culture in a far· away
place. Dr. Fanning described the
country as beautiful and quiet, with
spectular scenery. In one country,
he was able to see mountains, lakes,
glaciers, and geysers. He also noted
that their seasons are the reverse of
'ours, so that when he arrived in
February, it was the middle of the
'summer down there.
According to Dr. Fanning, the
people of New Zealand are friendly,
an~ the society is British-oriented.

Dr. Charles Fanning, who recently returned to
New Zealand.

BSe

after six ~onths in

Their way of life is not as fast as
ours, and they are much more
conservation minded than we are.
At a writers' and artists' conference,
he also got the opportunity to study
the Maori artists. The Maoris are
the native New Zealanders, who coexist with the British,
Since his .return, Dr. Fanning has
resumed his regular schedule of
teaching classes in American
literature and Insh studies .He has
been teaching here for nine years.

He has also been working on a
book, "The Voice in America",
which wili deal with Irish-American
writers. In fact, he will be recievinga
fellowship,startin in January, which
will enable him to spend a year
working on his book full time. The
grant is from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
Dr. Fanning recently spoke about
one of these Irish-American writers,
James T. Farrell, at a meeting of the
Humanities Colloquium.

relationship of social science, hard
sciences,. religion and the
interaction of countries, especially
third world countries, with each
other. He felt that science can not
be considered purely good, it has

philosophers tried to dominate each
either; the· Bishop feels they now
must work together. He related
religion and science and made the
point that. they are not
contradictory to each other.

········SOCiAi·"AEiio"N·CLUB·····"······················.-......... -, ...... _.......... "... ,
The Social Action Club is a club that is made up of Anthropology,
Sociology, and Social Work Majors. We have many activities planned for
our following year and couJd use as much help as possible.' Come,all are
welcome; h~lp u~ ·helpothers.E'I,I,ery Tuesday at 11:00 in L-"-S.

BIBLE LANDS JOURNEY

ProfessQr Robert Briggs of the Bridgewater Foreign L~mguage
Department will be hosting a "Bible LandsJo~rneylf sche?~led to depart
on December 27, 1979. This eight-day tour WIll feature VISIts to Jordan,
Jerusalem, Nazareth and Bethlehem. Faculty and students who m!ght
be interested in participating in this tour of the Holy Land are cordIally
invited to contact Professor Briggs for further details. Professor Briggs
may be reached at 697-8321, ext. 342 (Office), or 697-7685 (Home).

SENIORS
The United States Social, Security office is currently accepting
applications for the position of Claims Represe~tative. The positions will'
be throughout New England. Starting salary, IS $11,243 pe.r y~ar and
starting date is after next spring's graduation. To get an apphcatton, call
Mr.Fahey or Mr. McCloud at the Brockton field office. The number is
588-7849. Applications and requests must be in by the end of October.
Specific information on what a claims representative does is available in
the Career Planning and Placement office on the ground floor of the
Union.
P ••
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··-·····Bi5MESiic·vioij~NCE·-··-···-··-··

A workshop on domestic violence will be held on Tuesday October23rd
at 9:30 a.m. in the Student UnionBaUroom. The guest speakers, Inogene
Gonsalves from the Women's Alternative Resource Center and Walter
Miels from Emerge will lecture and lead the discussion following the film,
"We will not be beaten." Sponsored by the Action Center for Women .
........ ............... .... -- ................... _. -_ ........ .. .. -....... -.. -.............. --........ ....... .......... ....... -- . -- ....... .
····· ..·SPECIAL ED MAJORS
There will be a mandatory meeting for all Special Education majors on
Tuesday, October 23rd from 11 a_m. to noon in the L.i~rary.Lecture H~ll.
Dr. Barry will give a progress report on program reVISions. In the Special
Education program that when implemented will affect classes from 1982
on.
~
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WRESTUNG TEAM
The Wrestling team is looking for anyone who is interested in wrestling
for Bridgewater State College. Anyone with or without experience is
welcome. It is important to participate in college activities in order to
enjoy your college years and the Bridgewater State W,restling t,eamcan
'fill that purpose. please contact Bob Flaherty at Rm. 120, Kelly Gymevery Monday, ~ednesday, Friday at 3:00.
,_

..

··-···MiNi~cOVRSES··

BO.UTIGUE

.. ·· .. ··'···········'··'··--'·····'·..................................:..........

246 Main Street Brockton 588,8426

Mini-Courses are scheduled to begin the week of October 22nd. Keep a
look out for this semesters brochure. Sponsored by The Student Union
Program Committee.

Homecoming Queen
Nomination Deadline has
been extended until Monday,
October 22 at Midnight.

Check out Headlines for your alternative lifestyle supplies; A full line
of smoking pa~-aphernalia, posters, used records, &8iracks,t-shirts,

unique jewelry, unusual gift items. Stop by and meet Rob, Diane,
Peter, Kathy and Lauren.
10(70 off purchases over $5.00 when you show your BSe ID

H Good Music
.pJJ

,.

.

Good People

Good Stuff ~
" ,-.. . . .y,....,......,..r-yr..,.,...,.;,:;z;;,:rJ
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BRlDGEWATE R STAll: COIJ-E.&C
1HURSDA-Y) FRlDIN) SATURl)A.'( NO¥EMeE-R

1,2.;'3.

THURSDAY, NOV 1st 1979
7:30 .......... ___ ._ .. _............ ____ Maynard Ferguson Concert --$4.00
8:QO ...... _____ ... _._ .. __ ....... __ .. Kick-Off Party-Canoe Club--$3.00
~:30 .... --.. -....... ---.... --.--... -.-......... -.. -_____________ Disco Ballroom--$1.25·
FRIDA Y NOV 2nd 1979
3:00._ .. _. _______ ._______ .New Games, Athletic Fields--All Welcome
6:00 ... _. __ ~ __ .__ .. __ .. __ ._ .... ___ ._. __ ... __ .. Happy Hour, PolishClub--$1.50
6:3(j_. __ ~ .... --... Rally-Gym-Cheerleaders & Football Team
7:30 --------- -------- -------"-~--.-.------.--.-~---------.-.-.--- ......~Bonfire at the Hill
8:00 _____________ .. _ "SASS" Dance/Concert-Ballroom--$2.S0
12:00AM """'_""""""'_"" Horror Movie-Subject to Change'
SA TURDA Y, NOV 3rd, 1979
10:00AM ___ .__ ... ___ .______ .. _. __ .. ________ ._ .. ____ ~ ___ ... Soccer BSC vs Curry
.····f·,·,·', .JJJ~OJl4M·,,~ . :,,;;;!~,,~'I!'"S"'~<;~....~~"'.~i:'t,.;.~i~.",1:ir.l'<.~'~~1fi~.!,:~9jtr;:'":~~. Q>QUJ~~:t~;,G·a,th;, £.~intf!r.
11:30AM _._ ... ___ ._ ... _........ -Float Judging-Boyden Quadrangle
12: 15PM ____ .. ____________________ ._ ._~ ___________________ ._______ ._____ .__ .. __ .__ .____ .Parade
12:15 .. __ ._._ .. __ ......... ___ .~ ...___ ._. Tailgaiting Party-Swenson Field
1:30 ..... _._._._. __ .. _. ____ .____ .______ ...... _.. Football Game BSC vs. Curry
.............. _. __ .. ___ .. _........... _......... _.... __ Halftime Show & Awards
4:00._ ... _...... _._ ..... ___ .. _._._._ SGA Alumni Event, SGA Chambers
4:00. '_'" '_'" _____ ._. ______ .. -__ -______ ... _._. -. --_.-----e.-- .. -.---····-· -... -.•..... R at Open
PARTIES
8:00 _...... _._ ... __ .... _........ _."_ ..... ______ .. _... Cabin F ever-Rat--$2.50*
8:00 _._ .. ___ ._. _____________ .: ..... _. __ ... _._ ... Nite Club-.Ballroom --'$2.50
8:00 .. ___ .. _.... __ ._ ........... _.. ____ .. _..... __ ._ .... Irish Night Tilly--$3.50*
8:00_,_ .. __________ Monte Carlo Nite-Commuter Cafe--$2.2S.
WATCH FOR: .
Baseball Team Raffle
Mums·
Balloons

Mugs"
Hats'
on sale before & at the game
COME OUT LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL!

TICKETS FOR FRIDA YAND~,SATUnf)A y

NIGHT EVENTS--ONSALEWEDNE5DA Y,
OCTOBER 20 ,AT 2:()0 AND 6:00 IN THE
. BALLROOM
*Must be- 20 years old

• All college welcome

~, '. '
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After ten years of 10
It took ten year:
lobbying on the
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college and the
combined efforts
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1979 Maxim La4
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fire fighting techr
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Senator RobertM
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In spite of the a
mood, everyoni
were best surpn
student, " I hOP4
have to use it."

Bridgewater's

LadJ,~r

1 rolls onto campus for the first time.

'",.

Some ofthe optional equipment included in the specifications for the truck are eme"rgency lights, furniture covers, cables, a K·1200 emergency
- saw, two generators, shnvels, and a smoke ejector.
.
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above- The ladder fully extended
easily reaches the tower at Boyden
Hall. The ladder will also easily reach
the highest point of the Great Hill
Dormitory complex. left-Seated inthe -rear jump seat of the truck is
retired fire chief George Sweeney.
Sweeney was instrumental in
initiating the effort to obtain -the
truck. Facing Sweeney are
legislators McCarthy and Flynn ..
Seated in the front of the yehicle is. fire chief Clarence Levy.
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A Show

The Arts

Is
What You Get

Reviews

·
Th e W Ires
G ot Crossed

deadpans. takes part in some great
slapstick bits and delivers some of
the most sarcastic iines in movie
history. BoDerek,whoisatleastan
11. tries to act, but fails. She doesn't
have to act. Being from the Farrah
Faucett school of jiggle, all she is
required to do is look pretty and
parade around in various stagE's of
undress (which is fine with me.) The
biggest disappointment in the movie
is the casting of Julie Andrews as
Moore's girlfriend. She uses
'Ianguage that could make a sailor

by Richard Pickering
Using every trick in the book,
When a Stranger Calls is terrifying
at times. Oddly enough, thl? cliche'
ridden beginning is the most
effective portion of the film - Carol
Kane. a babysI'tter alone in a
sprawling house. is being spooked
b~1 a mysterious caller. The opening
is sLlch well crafted schlock, its
obviousness does not matter. The
remainder of the action revolves

blush and parades around in the
near nude. She seems ailvnong for
the part as far as the viewer is
concerned (unless helshe saw her
appear in the buff in The
Americanization of Emily). Mary
Poppins she no longer is.
Does Moore meet his dream girl?
If he does, do they go all the way?
Vlil! Julie still love Moore or will she
start up with his homosexual friend?

around the capture of the caller,
Kurt Duncan, an insane murderer.
Carol Kane always appears
consumptive, but even so she is an
appealing actress. Called upon to
make the unbelievable acceptable,
Kane handles unconvincing
situations with great ease. No other
young actress could go to pieces in a
posh restaurant with such style.
Carol "Camille" Kane is in control of
her performance throughout the
I entire film.
Her co-star, Charles Durning,
looks too much like the Hindenburg
to play an imposing detective. His
character 1'S supposedly driven to
capture Kurt Duncan. He is one of
the most un obsessed obsessed
characters ever put on film. In this
movie, he acts from the pot, not the
heart. Durning is more formidable
when he plays opposite the
Muppets.
Sam Vitale's adroit edIting and
Carol Kane's skillful acting
improve the film's incoherent script.
All the characters are one
dimensional, depending on the
actors for life and ·depth. For
example, what is Colleen Dewhurst
doing in this picture? Her character,
:.j.n.·.tr.oc\. .,u.·,c,.,e. d.,·,.x\1.·. . 1I.·.d. a.,u...... ..t"h.,r., o~f:I. h
.., . .t,h,.,f;.,.,
.film . . is nat, unj~terestin~. 'and
unnecessary. She should have been
strangled so the film could get back
to Carol Kane.
Fred Walton's dir.ection is
udequate, and he creates the
appropriate ambience for fear.
Filming inanimate obJ'ects and
motionless people is one of his
fetishes. There are innumerable
close-ups of telephones, Clocks,
canes, burglar alarms, unopened
closets, and doorknobs. Walton
could make a great film about
cryogenics.
In the end, When A Stranger
Calls is a disappointment. The
superlative terror of the openl'ng
segment is not matched in' the rest
of the
The movie does not build
to the ultimate fe.ar, but moves away
from it. Calls advances slowly and
looks like a wide screen of Cannon.
The score,' reminiscent of the music
for Wait Until Dark, is better than
the movie deserves.Stranger.is not
memorable, but'it is not bad either.
It is up to you to aCcept the call.
'M".,.•

film.

And if she does. will anyone care? I
won't spoil the ending because it is a
movie that ybu should see for
yourself. It is witty and sexy and will
get Americans to look through t~,eir
tel~5copes again .. If Blake Edwards
tried to make a ~oint here other
than "have a good time", then he
failed .. But if this was his goal, he
succeeded rn.'lrvelouslv.

Side By Side In Sondheim
At the Charles Street PlayhousE' .
Boston
a review by Jerry Cacciapuoti
A musical entertainment with a
company of four, conceived by John
Dobbins, Richard Whiting and
Jeanne F. Miller. Directed and
staged by George Brent. Starring
Jpe Masiel!. Ann Hodapp and
Cynthia Meryl back Mr. Masiell up,
and along with Hans Conried, the
narrator (now being played by Dody
Goodman) adds a little "color" to
the musical numbers.
It is not a pia:;, it is a show. And a
show is what you get. You get
Twenty-Eight Sondheim songs that
knock you off your feet (well, off
your chair)! Joe Masiell stops the
show with, "Send In The Clowns"
from A Little Night Music. And
there is a Conversation Piece which
encompasses
many Sondheim
songs into one giant, beautiful,
fantastic musical arrangement. .
You get your money's worth, and
today, that is what counts. Go see it!

PROGRAM

COMMITTEE~

ALL THAT
JAZZ
On Thursday, November 1, the
Student Union Program Committee
presents the sensational jazz
sounds of Maynard Ferguson.
Ferguson has captured the ears
of todays youth with his Chart hit,
':Gonna Fly Now", the theme song
from the movie Rocky. Ferguson
blends jazz with rock and other
comtemporary elements that
appeal to him and to his audience.
Although he hcls created this "popjazz" sound, Ferguson maintains
the pure jazz sound with his thirteen
.
Pi~~f~c;,~~~~~d fonned his first
large orchestra and toured in

RU ST
S U F FER S
FRO'. M

METAL
. •
FATIG UE

by Joe McDonald
RUST NEVER SLEEPS is a
rock rnoviet~atl?elon~)pthesame
'~'CJciss> iilkPTHt'sdNG REMAINs
THE SAME, WELCOME TO MY
NIGHTMARE and PINK FLOYD.
In other words, it stinkc; Np,il Young
Canada for three years, In 1948, he
came to the United States and
tries to make a statement in this
played in the Boyd Raeburn, Jimmy
fiIm:" Roc k an d ro II is here to stay,"
Dorsey,Charlie Barnett orchestra.
U~fortunate Iy this fi Im is the
His first fame was with his trumpet
wrong way to prove it. T he mqvie
is
'.
solo on Barnett's Capitol recording
0 f Young's concert last year at the
of nAil The Things You Are".
C ow Palace and it suffns poorlv. As
"' .
.
By this recording, other musicians
far as I can see there are two'causes
were amaze d at h is a b ility to use the
for this: poor cinematography and
high register of the trumpet. Jerome
the horribly confusing stage antics.
Kern, the writer of the song, was not
Throughout the film, Young's
pleased wit h the recor d ing and sue d
roadies, who he calls Roadeyes, ore
to have it removed from the market.
running around the stage dressed
Needless to say, Kern won.
like the Jawas from "Star Wars",
,.
Despite this dissapointment,
Coneheads operate the lights and
F erglLson won the jazz"D own Beat"
sound and occasionally dan(;<?
poll for being the most outstanding
around the stage. To top off this
trumpet player from 1950 to 1953.
disaster, a bird organ drops from the
After spending the· fifties and
ceiling. A "rock doctor" instructs
1');1ost of the sixties recording in
d
h
t h e concert crow to put on t elr
'
he uprooted with his
Afnerica,
special
glasses to )create the
.
and began his world tour.
.
B effect
. of
family
R ustovision (sic and ooji .Soy ,
'
. While in England, Ferguson
d rops in for a visit.
.'bl b d
'
recorded his first album, The World
Th e p h otograp h ':/ IS tern y a·.
d h'
Of Maynard Ferguson. Returning to
.
C amera angIes are cockeye ,sots
are overexposed, underexposed,
the stat?s, he found a yqung and
blurry and managed to give mea
receptive audience who still follow
headachf!. The editing job is no
his awesometalent.
'
better. In some instances, Young
Maynard Ferguson will appear in
?teps away from the microphone to
the Student Union Auditorium on
perform a solo and it takes the
November I, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets
camera a good 45 seconds to follow
are on sale in the Information Booth
him. By that time, he is back at the
in the Student Union, and are $4 for
BSC, $6 for the public
mike. So for roughly 5 minutes all
the viewer sees are camera pans.
Very annoying, very distractin~,
very boring!

Rock At 26
,)~ ,Joe McDonald
If,,10RTANT ALBUMS EXPECTED, ARTIST SPOTLIGHTED
The big news this week revolves around the new releases planned
between now and Christmas. Leading the list are the Beatles, Fleetwood
Mac: Stevie Wonder. The Rolling Stones and Bruce Spingsteen.
The big push has been fueled by Led 2epplins In Through the Out
Door and Bob Dylan's SloL.!.' Tmin Coming. Atlantic Records will release
., Firefall and Emerson, Lake and Palmer in concert next month. This will
'be followed by Columbia's release of new albums by Toto. Santana,
Meatloaf and Dan Fogelberg. And the list goes on.
Arista plans to ship new albums by The Outlaws and The Grateful
Dead while Warner Brothers releases Steve Martin's Comedy is Not
Pretty, 2.Z. Top's DeguelJo and Fleetwood Mac's two record set, Tusk,
Capitol has rare treats in store in the form of Beatie Rarities and
oeginnings by the Beatles and the Little River Band respectively. A & M,
Chrysalis, Electra, RSO and MCA have plans to release albums by Styx,
Pablo Cruise, Jethro Tull. Blondie, The Eagles, a Bee Gees live
album(their second), Elton John(~ntitled Victim of Love, it includes a
disco version of "Johnny B. Goode") and Steely Dan. This sudden surge
should represent an increase in record sales. However, most of the new
albums will carry an $8.98 price tag. Well, you can't win them aiL
I was reminded recently that Van Mc Coy should have been included
m the "Goodbye Ru by Tuesday" list of the Rock and Roll Pizazz Awards.
The disco pioneer died of a he::!rt attack on July 6th. Mc Coy's main claim
to bme was in 1975 through his hit 'The Hustle':. Frank Zappa is the
father of a 6 lb. 8 oz. daughter whom he has named Diva. Zappa and his
wife Gail have another daughter; Moon Unit, and two sons, AhmetRodin
::lnd Dweezil. On the darker side, the Tom Robinson Band has broken
up. Robinson claims that it is time to try something new.
Remember that anti-disco night back in Cominsky Park during July?
. Well.
Chicago DJ Steve Dahl(who led the rally) has signed up a group of
10,000 anti-disco fans that he calls the Insane Coho Lips. Dahl has also
rckased a single with his band Teenage Radiation. Th(l single is a classy
:Jarody of the Rod Stewart hit called "Do you think I'm Disco". The
flipside is "Coho Lip Blues".
On Sunday night, Oct. j ,a new and up and coming band played to a
st~\nding room only crowd at the Underground in Somerset. The grou~ is
a trio that goes by the nClme of The Midnight Flyer. The band is good;
damned good, and their musical achievement demonstrates this. They
olav music tf1at ranges from mellow love songs to heavy Southern rock
and everythIng In between. Une of the key features of the band is their
successful use of three part harmony.
The group is made up of three very fine musici~ns with many years 01
training. Scott Bothelc handles accoustic guitars, bass, vocals, electric
guitars and banjos. Scott, who is a senior Psychology major at SMU with
a minor in music, has been playing rock bands around the
Somerset/Swansea ared tor some time. He also spends part of his time
as a guitar teacher in the Somerset area. Mark Tremblay takes care of
electric and acoustic guitars, vocals and bass. He is a Senior Accounting
major atSMU and has played with rock bands in the greater Fall River
area. T rem's greatest achievement to date is thai he just came back from
a performance in the Providence Civic Center, where he backed up a
Gospel group.
The third member of the group is Ed Galuska. Eddy handles vocals.
acoustic and electric guitars and harmonicas. He is also a Senior at
SMU, majoring in Psychology. Ed has had six years of formal clarinet
training, during which time he performed with the Fall River Symphony
Orchestra. Currently the band is beginning to write their own material.
"Party Time Blues", written by Ed & Trem, can be best described as a
lively R & B number while "Lady Sunshine", written by Ed, is a beautiful
and touching love ballad.
The group hopes to record a demo in the near future and with luck -it
may reach Bridgewater radio. Till then, you can see The Midnight Flyer
regularly at Jake's in Fall River, located on Pleasant St. (starting Nov. 2). I
really want to see these guys make it because, very simply, they are good
and deserve it. Now get out'a here. I mean it.

10 Rates An 11

By Joe McDonald
"10" is a brilliantly funny new
film from Blake (Pink Panther)
Edward's that stars Duddley
Moore, Julie Apdrews and Bo
DE!rek. Very simply, the plot
revolves around every red-blooded
male's fantasy: the quest for the
perfect woman,
Moore plays a successful
. Hollywood songwriter who has a
good relatio';,ship going with
girlfriend Julie Andrews until he
happens to catch a glimpse of
ravishing Bo Derek. 1t is here that
everything falls apart for poor
Duddley. He runs into (literally) the
Beverly Hills Police Dept., gets
stung by a bee, falls over a c1iffl has
teeth pulled and splits for MeXICO, All
this occurs in the first hour of the
movie.
Duddley Mbore is hilarious in his
role as the lusting songwriter. He

EVENTS
LISTED.·

The only saving grace of this flick f
is the music: The first half of the
is all Young performing some of his
best acoustic numbers like ""After '
Listed below are some of thE
the .GoldRush" and "Sugar'
upcoming eVents sponsored by the
Mountain". The second half of the
Program Committee.
.
film' features Crazy Horse joining
The
band,
"Habbit"will
perform
in'
Young. on tunes like "Oortez the
the Rathskellar .from 7-11 p.m. on
Killer", "Cinnamon Girl" and :-he
October 18.
concert closer "Into the Black".
- A Piano Bar will be in the
Young has attempted to
Rathskellar on October 19 from 4-7
document a rock and roll event in
·Ja~2 musician Maynard Ferguson will perform in the Student Union
p.m.
the tradition of WOODSTOCK. He
- Mini Courses start October 22. Auditorium on'· November 1. The concert is being sponsored by the
falls short. In his song "Out of the
Look
for Mini Course brochure and Program Committee,
. Blue", Young sings, "It is better to
sign
up
at the information booth.
burn Qutthan it i~. to rust". He's
Courses
.are being offered in CPR,
right, 'Movies like' this should .be
Chinese For Fun, Cake De,corating,
burned. "

film
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Theatre Sponsors
Trip

ENSEMBLE THEA TRE:

Final Touches Being Added

The Ensemble Theatre IS
sponsoring a trip to Trinity Square
Repertory Company on Sunday,
November 4.
The purpose of the trip is to see
the 'Company's production of
Garson Kanin's' comedy, "Born
Yesterday" .
Sign-up and purchasing of tickets
($1.00 per ticket) will. be on
Tuesday, October 30 at 11 a.m. in
front of the Student Union
BO~6tore. Transportation will be
by car-pool, and there will be a
minimal charge for gas and parking.
All are welcome to take part in
this trip.

her to be his lady, Dulcinea, and
pledges his life to defend her honor
i 1d continue his quest to dream the
impossible dream.
With music and lyrics written by
Mitch Leigh and Joe Darion
respectively, the score contains a
stunning arrangemelit of music,
including the majestic "Man of La
Mancha (l Don Quixote)", the
touching "Dulcinea", and the
inspirationally moving "The
Impossible Dream". "Man Of La
Mancha" is a musical not to be soon
forgotten.
"Man Of La Mancha" will be
presented on Thursday, October
25, Friday, Oc ber 26, and
Saturday, October 27 in the Student
Union Auditorium. Curtain time is
8:00 p. m. Ticl-<ets may be obtained
in front of the Student Union
Bookstore, Monday-Friday,
October 15-26 from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Tickets are $4 for public, $3 for BSC
staff and students. Special group
rates are available. For more
information and reservations, call
697-8321, ext. 247

The final touches are being added
as the Ensemble Theatre prepares
for its upcoming fall musical
presentation of "Man of
LaMancha."
The book, written by Dale
Wasserman, deals with a few critical
hours in the life of Miguel de
Cervdntes and demonstrates his
spirit and identity with that of Don
Quixote, his fictional creation. "Man
Of LaMancha"js set during the rise
of thE: Spanish Inquisition. As the
show opens, Cervantes is
apprehended and sentenced to
appear before the Inquisitors. Cast
in t he common room among
murderers and theives, Cervantes
and his servant create the dream
world of Don Quixote right in the
depths of the prison to the skeptical
-:l.elight of the prisoners.
Quixote and Sancho Panza,
assisted by the prisoners, travel
through the countryside on a spree
of misadventures in search of the
Enchater, Quixote's arch rival.
Upon meeting a rather low moraled
kitchen maid, Qui~<ote professes

Events - cont'd from page 8
~and

Sculpture, Slimnastics,
Karate, Tap and JazzDance, Ballet,
Plan t Care, Self-Hypnosis,
Relaxation and Massage. Courses
meet once per week, and fees range
from $3-$5.
- Tickets are on sale now at the
Student Union Information Booth
. for the Program Committee
Halloween Masquerade Party,
Wednesday, October 31, in the
Student Union Ballroom, featll-ring
the band, "Silverado". Prizes will be
awarded for the most original
costume. Tickets are $1.50 with
BSC ID; drivers lisence required for
entrance to the Lounge_
- On November 3, the Ellis Hall
Group will entertain in the
Ballroom.
- The Country Rock band, "Cabin
Fever" will be in the Rathskellar on
November 3.
- Remember to sign up for the
College Bowl Team. College Bowl,
"the varsity sport of the mind" is
being revived on college campuses
across the country. Sign up
the
Student Union Information Booth
or drop off the application form.
Matches will begin on November 13.
Ten' . matc hes must be held by
December 14 to qualify for the
Regional and National C~arr1pion
ships;More information· ··can be
Robin Silva, Randy Doyle and Mary Pio - members of thecastof "Man Of
obtained at the Program Committee
La Mancha".
~--.- --:~--~~~ ~--~-~,~'.""--.""~~~~.~~-- ~~ Office.
Tickets are on sale now for" the
Maynard Ferguson concert in the
t
information booth.
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OAK

UJjy Leo Wiltshire
And now it is time for the article that everyone has been waiting for. ~
~ Yes, it is another segment of' Airplay', the column that puts you 'inside
your student radio station, WBIM 91.5 F.M.
~

........

-Tonight
Roseland
Ballroom

This weeks feature album is Battle Axe byThe Biilion Dollar Babies. It
sadly, an album that just slipped by with little success despite the
work and promotion that w~nt into it. Battle Axe was released in 1977, 4
4 t and features members of the original Alice Cooper group, minus lead
guitarist, Glen Buxton, and Alice. The albums sizzling guitar work and.
sensitive 'Iyrics make it quite a collection of music. So tune in at 10 p_m. t
~ tduring Satyr Day~Nite Hysteria (Saturdays, 8-midnight) for the Billion
Dollar Babies' Battle Axe.
4 tis,

• • i~ •
whit~~'hot
•

. • ..
"

'

New and
at BIM the new single by Cherie Currie of The
And- she has a twin sister ,Marie! They are the Currie Sisters,
and their song is, 'Si!)£~ You've Been Gone'. If you would like to hear it,
t t just call our request line number, 697-8321, ext. 487.
t Runaways.

•

. .. •

•

I•

We have just received a LOT of new music here at WBIM_ Special
groups to listen for are: Streetheart, Foreigner,FM, EHen Foley, The 4 t
Police, Monty Python, The Sinceros, The Beat, Desmond Child and
Rouge, IF oghat, and more.
4t
.

. ,

.....

.-

- 4

Those who read the Program Committee's 'Rat Week' article last
t week must have been surprised this past Monday night: Th~ advertised
DJ was Terri Giove, who was going to "spin her disco delights". As it
4 turned out, I was already contracted for the event, and I was not intent on
spinning any "disco delights". A slap on the wrist to whoever wrote that
article. Rock And Roll Lives!

H Sorr~.',
week.

U

-

•

-

~

•

t
t

nc) OJ profile this week. That's all for now. Catch you next
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Rte.138
Taunton
2.50 in· Avance
3.00 at the
Door
3.00lneld
T ransportion
All ages

PERMITTED
Must have
photo 1.0. to
enter lounge.
Shuttle bus
from Union toRoseland

~~~~~~~~~~

DAR
Outside Bridgewater/Brockton

October 12-20 -- The Hub Opera will present a production a
Mozart's Don Giovanni at the Suffolk University Theater· 41 Temple
Street in Boston. Performances are Fri. October 12 at 8 p.m., Sun.,
October 14, at 2:30 p.m" Fri., October 19, at 8 p.M., and Sat., October
20, at 8 p.m. Tickets are 3.50-6.50_ F.or information, call 542-3200;
Current -- The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas at Boston's
~;hubert Theatre. Performances will be held on Monday and Saturday
evenings at 8 p.m., and on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons a12 p.m.
The play will run through Saturday night, November2. For information,
call 517-489-6745, ext. 212.
Current -- You Never Can Tell, a comedy by George Bernard
Shaw, is playing at Boston's Lyric Stage, now .through October 20.
Performances are, Wednesday-Friday at 8 p.m., and Saturday at 5 and
:30 p.m. 742-8703 for information.
Current -- Cuckolds. a new musical by Andy Gaus, is at the Next
Move Theatre. in Boston. Performances are Wednesday-Saturday
nights at 8 p.m., and Sundays at 7:30 p.m., through November II.
ontact Linda Ettinger, 536-0600, for information.
Current -- Chardin 1699-1779, an exhibition of the works of French
painter, Jean Simeon Chardin, is on show, through November 18, at The
Boston Museum Of Fine Arts. For inrormation. call 617-267-9300_
October 5 - November 11 -- The Trinity Squar.e Repertor~
Company presents, Bosoms And Neglect, a comedy by John Guare
rerformances are Tuesday·Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., Wednesday
Saturday and Sunday performances at 2 p.m. Th~ Company is located:
Providence. RI. Call 401-521·1100 for information.
October 30 . November 11 -- iiirty Lmen and New-Found-Lan
a comedy by Tom ·Stoppard, performed by the British American
Repertory Company, will be at Boston's Wilbur Theatre. Performance
are, TLlesday-Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., Sunday eV€llings at 7:3J p.m.
and matinees on Saturdays at 2 p.m. and Sundays at 3 p.m. Tickets may
be obtained at the Wilbur Theatre Box Office from October 15, or by
calling Teletron at (617) 426-8383. Opening' night curtain is at 7:30 p.m.
on October 30.
. October 24-27 '. The Freedom of the City by Brian Friel at th
Boston University Theatre - Main Stage, on Huntington Ave. in Bosto
Tickets are $4,$3,$2. The concert starts at 8 p.m.
October '25 -- Music of the Twentieth Century at the Bosto
University Concert Hall on Commonwealth Ave. in Boston. The concer
starts at 8 p.m. Admission is free.
October 26 -- The Boston University Repertory Orchestr
conducted by Roger Voisin, will perform at the Boston Universi
Concert Hall on Commonwealth Ave. in Boston. Admission 'is fre
.
Time: 8 p.m.
Octob~r 30 -- At the Boston UniverSity Concert Hall - An AI
Beethoven Program. The concert starts at 8 p.m.; tickets are $3 for th
general public, $1 for students and senior citizens.
The Next Move Revue -- an improvised comedy show with musi
which relies on audience suggestion, will be at the Next Move Theatre 0
Boylston Street in Boston. Performances are Tuesday evening
October 23 and 30, Nrvember6 and 13, December 4, II, and 18 at 8 p.m
O<:tober 24 -- Muc~ Ado AboutNothing by William Shakespeare
'wiIT be presented by the Lyric Stage.atthe 54 Charles Street Playh6t1se
Performancesare. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings at 8 p.:m:
Satur:day matinee performances at 5 p.m. and8:30 p.m. Theplaywillfu
through November 20. Tickets are $4-$6. For more information,'ca1l742
8703.
.
October 25 - November ·17 -- The Gingerbread Lady, a play b
Neil Simon, will be at the Syzygy Theatre at the 'Jackson/Man
Community Centre at 500 Cambridge Street in Allston, Curtain is at
p.m. Ticket information: 723-5181 or 783-2137.
October15~20 --A Month In The Country b~llv=tn Tt:lrgenev wllibe
performed at Studi0210at the Bos~on Universit~1 Theatre on Huntington
Ave in Boston. Unlimited, unreserved tickets are $2.
Current·- The. World O/Francois Truffaut, a film festival, will be
at Boston's Museum ofF:ine Arts through November 27. Film times are,
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. and Saturdays at 2 p,m. Tickets for each film are $2.
October 19:November 18 -- Born Yesterday by Garson Kanin,
will be atthe Trinity Square Repertory Company on Washington Street
in Providence Rhode tsland~ Performances are Tuesday through Sunday
evenings at 8 p_m .. and selected Wednesday, Saturday, and Sunday
matinees . at 2 p.m_, There will be discussion periods following
performances on Sunday, October 21, 8 p.m. (with Dr. Charlotte
O'Keilly), Tuesday, October 30, 8 p.m. (with Dr. Kenneth Happe), and
:Saturday, November 17,2 p.m. (with Dr. Maury Klein).fcx
.
information, call (401) 351-4242.

Bridgewater/Brockton
Current .- An exhibition of. Japanese Bunka'l:.mbroidery.
pre,sented by Ray and Krys Leroe. T)1is exhibit is being shown now
through the end of October at the Bridgewater Public Library.
Current~· The Brockton Art Center presents an exhibition entitled,

"Craftsmen a"d Community: Seventeenth Century Pilgrim.
Furniture 0/ Southeastern Newfngland", now through Novembe'

30. Lectures will be held Orl October 16 and 23. November 6 and 13, ~t 8
p.m. There will be a concert tocelebratetheexhibition,'entitled, "Music
and Donce of Seventeenth Century New England" ou Sunday,
November 18, at 8 p.m. Tickets for the concert are $2.50 and $3.00, the
exhibit is open to the public.
Current -- "Europeans Before .,Columbus: life In The Middk
Ages", an exhibit at the Brockton Art Center, is on display now, and will.'
':"emain t'hrough 1981.
eu'rrent ~- The Jubilate Chorale begins rehearsals for the fall
5eason at the West Junior High $'chool Auditorium in Brockton, in
preparation for the December 2 performance ofthe~hristmas portion of
Handel's Messiah. Open rehearsals are heJd on Monday evenings froTT.
7:30-9:30 p~m. through Octobe'
'I iie 'Community' .:;choo,J Playhouse ot Brockton presents the
children's theat-r€ production of Alice in Wonderland at East Junior
High School in Brockton on October 24 at 7:30 p.m., and at' the West
JuniorHigh School Auditorium in Brockton,on October 25 at 7:30 p.m .
Admission is 50q:: per person. For information, call Paula Altieri at 5860962.
October 30 -- Madame Butterfly will be at the Brockton High
School Fine Arts Theater-Auditorium: Tickets are available at Central
Music, Romm'sJewelry and at the Hockomock in West Bridgewater:
November 3.-- The New 'Eagle Jazz Bandwlll be appearing at the
Brockton High School Auditorium at 8p.rn. Tickets are $4 for adults, $3
for students and senior citizens. Forinformation, call 580,75971!'
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Gov. Brown Visits Boston
by Sue Asci
At least two hundred people
attended a press conference at the
Boston University Law School
Auditorium to hear Govener Gerry
Brown speak. Govener Brown of
California. visited New England as
he is running for the Democratic
presidential nomination.

"1 see 1980 as a critical year. We
must make a decision on what our
country is all about," said Govener
Brown in his opening remarks.
Govener Brown believes in forms
of energy which are alternate to
nucleur energy, such as solar
energy .. The production of

RACking Them Up

Out of Y or Hands?

by Kobert A. Cote
Every so often McDonald's gives a big push to attract patrons, Holiday
also does this; need I even mention Chrysler Corp. Even some private
collegesare sometimes forced to use flashy P.R. campaigns to perk up
enrollment. These campaigns usually consist of slick, brightly colored
brochures, bumper stickers, catchy slogans and even t.v. commercials.
It 15 a shame that they have to go so low. We're lucky that at a state
school we don't have to stoop so low. Right? Wrong!
Once again the entire State College system is being part through the
embarrasment of Mass. State College Week. Last years slogan was,
"Within your reach." This slogan appeareed on bumper stickers, flyers,
and even on t-shirts. Things like this do a number pride that should be
enjoyed by the student of such a school as Bridgewater State College. (A'
school that is over 130 years old should not have to e'ndure treatment •
such as this) ,
.
I am as proud ofBSe, if not moreso, than any other student. I like the
school, students, staff,facuity and I enjoy the se:mce of history
surrounding Bridgewater. I am also certain that my educ~tion is as good
as I cou1d recieve at any other school in the nation. I feel that we have a lot
to offer ~o prospective students, the community and this state, What I
ask is; isn't there a better way to make the public aware of this? Do we •
have to go overboard every year for one week trying to convince the rest
of Massachusettes that Athens has been resurrected ;n Bridgewater,
Westfield, Salem and seven other cities and towns. Aren't there more
subtle ways to tell the public what we have to offer?
What about cost? Who bears the burden of such' an expensive
•
campaign? In addition to the promotional campaign. events and displays
, there will be a sherry reception and an appreciation buffet. These are
not inexpensive affairs. Who's is signing the checks?
Maybe soon some bright person will come up with an' alternative to
•
this cheapening of the dignity of state educational institufions. '
Then again, maybe not. Until then might I suggest the slogan for this
event. How about,"Out of your hands"?

pronuclear commercia;s for
television has been discussed. If it
happens, Govener Brown would
like to see equal time given to anti·
nuclear power··the sooner the
better Brown commented. "I believe
there's a better way to boil water
(for electricity) than the fission
reaction. We need an under·
standing of the consequences of our
actions".
In addition to his concern for the
protection of human life, and of
those in the future Brown believes
we must protect our enviroment.
'There is still a tremendous cause of
inflation by the abuse we've given to
our environment. We're living off of
our raw materials. All of this adds to
.1. burden of causing lower
productivity and raising the cost of
our lives," said Brown,
Space exploration is another area
to which Govenor Brown feels more
attention must be given.
"We have the potential to form an

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

in dependant and secure energy
region on this planet only if we invest
in new ideas ... in space itself," said
Brown. 'If not, our momentL;m as a
historical leader will decline".
'
Lastly, the budget was another
major issue on which Governor
Brown expressed his concern.
Fiscal and monetary excess "is a
nation that prints more money than
it produces in goods and services."
"For the last decade, this nations
currency has deteriorated, Look at
the budget· the big picture of the
United States is welfare, warfare,
and interest on the debt. Brown

said. "Let's balance the budget and
pay bills as they come in",
One of t he likely ways proposed
by Brown, which the United States
is going to shift to investment
saving, and building for the future i~
to have a balanced budget by way of
a mandate from the people.
Govenor. Brown is also against
capital punishment and he is in favor
of an alternate health program.
Govenor Brown was well
received by the crowded auditorium
of students and members of the
press.
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There are easie_ ways to pay for coIlegee
Con~uctmg telethons, vyaiting tables or

/'

parking cars. may pot be the only ways to
help you ~ay for college. There may be a
scholarshIp or ~rant availabl~ that you've
overlooked. Or It may be as Simple as cutting
back on expenses. Read the next issue of
Insider and find out.
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider will
give you a "better idea" for paying your way

through college. And if you need a setof
wheels to get you around campus, check out
the sporty Fords for the 80's.
Look for Jnsider,- FOrcI's CODtinu.ing series

of CoJJegenewspaper ft~&!

~~.u-....uo.
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Classifieds
for sale

lost & found

1973 Chrysler N ewport,power steering,power
b r d k e s . n e \Iv s I iH ~ p r~ new Ii res. w i I h
snow5,AM.FM,8 T racJ..,Strong.heavy car for
wir.'er.Ex('. condition.$90ci.oo or best offer.·
Call P,.1..11 in Weymouth at 331·0659

--------- ..

L,)st ·red Sociology book. by D.Ught Jr. &
S.Keller, 2nd edition. Lost in library Wed.Oct.
10. Please if anyone finds il. exam next week-If
found return to Candy Shop in Student Union.
Much thanks!

--------

personals

1972 Chrys!e! New Yorker in excellent
condition. new :ires.$1000 or best offer.Call
Heal her 1·6f16· 856'?

hOl!sing
Wanted to share an apartment with another(s)
somewhere in the Bridgewatf!r area or
Plymouth. I'm a 22 vear old transfer in Motor
Dev. Therap~' with very littlp in the way of
funds hUI desperate for a roof over my head
Call Heather 1·6668562
T w() girls are looking for one girl to share d
three room apartment. $8i\.OO per month each
plus phone ,llld eic::lricity 10 minute ride from
college. COlli JOlml1! or Darien" dt 447-5154
Tuesday Friday. after:; pm

wanted

Hey Aldonza. first you want me to fix your
cheap table then you want me to fix yourhed,
then you show me your sexy bra, and then you
give me two beers and send me home to buy
your Playgirl magazine. Come on now!

LA. Bert· Hey I figLlred yuu would love to see
your name in the paper. This year is gonna he
great right'? Ok·ByeBye l I lied· DC.
Cdptain Sphincter. Hi.llien·t heard much talk
out of YOll lately I" th .. sex pad still open? Mac
and c.J. were inquiring?
Kathy. it was len months last monday. Did you
Ihmk it would ever last thiS long') Love always.
your Baby P.~. K~ep smilingJoe Reager Haven't heard any noise from you
this year. Losing your touch old man,. Signed.
Wood Hall.

I,Ve ar,' i<lukll1g for small refndgpratm for our

dorm rnom. Must be III gond condition,
reosonahlc price rang". Call Donn,\ ur RUlh.
rm. H7. Wood H'·III. ext. 351
Good stude'nt typists to type term pclpers 1m
(lther students .•'am extr,; money. make yoU!
OWll hOllrs. Leill'e your name .address and
Ilumber at the SGA offiCl~ Oil tl,., tup ilonr of
trw Silldent Union ..

Eileen· Shut lip yourself you dummy.
remember who's always look up. By the way
you've got nice buns. Baby.
Magnus Vortex· in response to your ad. I'd be
glad to assist you in performing magical rituals·
after all, I make rubber so much fun. Come by
Wood soon, Gertrude, Woodstock, Micky
and the gang miss you. Wanna go swimming?
Oh m~ God l Love· Your little preppie.
Hey Arthur(atias K.c,) Are you a senior?? I've
seen you around alot lately! Lookin' (,oDd.
your admiring freshman.

ride/riders
I'm mterestedin forming or jOining a car pool
between Falmouth (Cape Cod) and
Bridgewater. My hours at the college are 9·5.
Call 548·3652 (home) or 697·832Lext.321 or
322(Briclgewater).

services
Need typing done? I'd be glad to (for a price of
course) ... reasonable! From one page to 100.
Fast service and satisfaction guaranteed. Visit
the "Do·Drop Inn", Rm.1l9 Pope Hall (x
381).See Julie. (If 'f'm not in. slip a message
under the. door. I'll get back to you)
Need a term paper typed? No time to type it?
Cali afford to have SOmeone else type it? Got
two days leeway? Bring your ,1anuscript" to
the SGA office on the top floor of the Student
Union.
Need a typist'? 1 will do your typing-very
reasonable rates,quick and dependable
service .. 6Qtr per page with your paper, .70\
with mine. Contact Jean at the Info Booth
MWF 8·9:30 a.m. Tuesday 8·12:30 am, and
Saturday 9·12:30 am.

Bear Man: I really do think you're the cutest·
guy on campus. Will you go to Friendly'S with
me for a Jim Dandy,? My treat! You look so
sexy with your moustache that 1 can hardly
resist you in Geography. Let's run away
together soon, Your Bunr.9.
To the one they call RHO, your style is so well
received ... [ see you on campus every nov.' and
then. [ look forward to an encounter ul the
hllman kind. Secret Admirer.
Dear Gayle Kiley. I saw you in front of the
Union but I was to shy to come ovp.r! Sorry! I
still want to meet you, you're reall\) sexy
looking- wanna fool around? You'll know who I
am soon enough- your secret admirer.
To that tall, handsome trumpet player with
glasses in the SSC Stage Band, "You sexy
thing!" signed, an admirer. P.S. I'LL give you a
hint, I can be found in the Union Loung!! from
1:25 to 2:25. Please talk!

To my little Toomate,lf you Cd!1 rut urwlthth",
smoke. thE' heill. and my cnmp!ainll1g. then I
guess DE'nisE' ilnd Thadeus cCin stay too.
Thanks for heif'3 so understandlllg. Nnw
"mellow (Iut!~· Suzanne

T'l K<'Ithy and Gina. Well. twtter liItl' than
never· Welcome to BSC· hope thiS Sf'mester is
going greal for hoth of you! Hdve a'lH?al Y€iIL
LuI.' Trice
Mrs. Gold5tein. who say;; good girls don't') W
h·aaaf) Frustrated late!y'~ Ziggy healS our
usual "air" mail. This year is going to. be the
last. but Ihe best. "Go for It''· signed My
Sharona

Charlie on the M.TA, WE LOVE YOU'
Chris. Terri, Cheryl. Cathy. Molly. Marty, and
Colleen: Thanx for a great party. we really
enjoyed it! Looking forward to November 17th
for marc good times and Ra·Ra-Ra·Ra·Kegs l
Love, CM. P.S. Colleen, did you clean the
bathroom yet?

Mek· Happy 21 51! I hope you have asuper yearyou deserw the best l Don't celebrate too
much this weekend· we'll have 10 do some
when I get back, and thanks for being such d
great Roomie!· Love. CB
.

Ohhh Larrrrrz, Why?
Dorothea, I think we made il. Mary you're the
greatest roomie l Sallie. thanks for the TV.
Susie, thanks for the cigarette. Debbie,
Congratulations' Lisa, thanks for the ride 111
the V.W. Maryann. keep writing in Soc. Laura.
Happy BIrthday and thanks for an ear.' Love
Eiieen

Julie- Christ didn't say we had to be perfect·
only that we try our best. I'I! give it m!o-' best
shot, if you think you can do the same. The
discord in our lives is driving me bananas.
Kathy
Tommy-I Love You! Thanks for wrapping me?
in the warmth of ~,'our love and acceptance.
You were right about Roger· he was greLlt and
it felt so good. I promise no more late I1Ights·
but the su'rprise return made the whole
weekend meaningful "Abbey power

To Keith: I really think you're handsome. You
look exactly like my ex· boyfriend Chris.
Cindy, you have nothing to worry about
Keith, you even walk and laugh like him. I wish
you both Happiness .. From: An Admiring
Frchman

To Kelly Services- you forgot tn leave a
number-PLEASE!!! lell mewhereyou are.' and
imerested customer

Big C. Little K··l! Yl)U have the furniture,l have
the glue!1 Hey C. bobbed for any apples lately?
Christnlds is coming early! K· stay by that
phone!l··Bucko
Sancho· Weebles Wobble but they don't fall
down.
I'o Di· 5t St.ud seems to want you just for your
body".HaIGin· are you staying'al Archiesthe
22no tIT IS he gonna make you cry? What a
joke?! Jen, did that guy 'get his hnge.r in your
mayonaise or did JF slop it so he could.
instead? Good time Friday night huh guys.
Can't talk anymore 50 1"11 point!! Who's turn is
it to write next time guys? .. CPG
John· I hope our bubble never bursts. I'm
really excited. yes-I know you are too. Pretty
soon our dreams will come true ... Love Sue

Isn't Gorman a nice name? Were you lucky
F riciay? Did you gamble it away in 20 minu t es'?
Heard you took a wrong turn to 'Transylvania
then did it in a minule Wllh Uncle Ben. Too bad
the monsoons came early. A loast to future
horrors! Great Scot. lets do it again.· 4/5th5 of·
the Quint
Carole, Stop throwing water at me! Boy are
you funny looking. Stop reading those dirty
books.· Your' Soaking Wet Roomie
Sue· .na nana na na! Guess what we just teased
_Been toany good parties lately? The3rdfloor
Shea crew just wanted to say Hello and if you
ever decide to steal some cups from the cal we
can tell you where to put them.
To Barrie· Well here is your first personal of
the semester. I've enjoyed these-last 8 months
too. Very Much! No more dirty personals,
huh! I can't wait till Christmas and the next 8
months.,Love ya

K.L.· Things look much brighter in this school
thunks to you.· J.E.D.
Bruce· Hi! How's the fan club coming along? [
hope it gets larger and larger week by week. ..
A Friend

Diane· Hello there! What do you say we head
down to the G,R, anc! drink some wine· only
not in the car cause you're legal now. How's
your bunny farm'? How's your Bunzie? Don't
let thai certain pessimist get you down.- LClve
yqur wild and crazy swinging partner

Deb!·Weli this is for you ,bid! Wanna get
popped? You Gooba! Wake me up in the
morning.·I think we need to go on a diet. Isn't
he a foxl Ha! Qrienlation ... gl",d you met me! ..
Wonder Woman
Michael L.- Go study your history. Study,
study, study! Remember, there are more
where that first on~ came from. Signed: you
know· me. ['m
the dangerous type.

Beth: The days are few but the memories are
still there. "I need my privacy!" "Look out forth
e big S!" "Just wait till December!" I hope this
year is full of many good times for you.·
Suzanne

Tony I hOlw yom hr~1 V""T ,It (1nriql'w,lll'! I"
pverylhmq you pxp~.... t"d .1I1e1 n1< IrI' IA',,!, h." ,t
for the pmk whale... i1no don't 'il'l ... 11 k flfll!\I'
clatmeal cookw; Rpmf'mtwr "mpowrllPri Nr I
Doz" ('<In he harmful to your herlhh NHIlIm!'
gel 50m" sleep.· Love. MCim

------,

To Hoover,; rrlt'nrl
Th"nkYflll f'"
understilnrlin!{ 11'i '>1) wt-'II. Don't \1'1 wh,lt
happened hother YOlI W,,'II see ynu Irl Milr('h
Hoovers fan dun.
To Blond and Blue eyes from Dorchpsler
haven't heard from you lorsolon9' ~1!1cp,jun .. .
Have you forgotten me') I shan aJways car.. .
Hope to see you soon. Your Brown eyed 'ove.
To admiring freshman: please give a fl'w clues
as to Jeff's identity. The suspensp. IS Killing us.
Also, please indicate your sex. lues and
Thurs. are out. Jeff.
Suzanne· Thanks for making a new beginning
easier. I'm looking forward to more good
times· especially after December~ Good luck III
your last year· but to someone who finally did
her first oral report last month· you can handle
anything! B.S.
Hey Paco· Old you like my swinging pad'i
Painting my nails and telephone bills was
better than much sex. What doyou think[ am')
A misguided ignorant slut· you paranoid
skitsophrenid Aldonza.
Hey Gorgeous l How was all my children
Friday? Thanks for the ~oke. lowe you one
See ya tomorrow. you know where. A
consumer
ROSALIT A L1VESl
CaroJ· have you found Miss May orJackSnow
with Mr. Deep! Trish· Don't make a habil of
.seeing sister mon!'>enur! Bloom· would I steer
you wrong'?! Mary· Are you countryficd! Marg·
you'll look better when your hairs washed in
Woolite ... just call me oily!
to bobbin', C and M: [ heard the Rus'sians were
coming or was it just the men from ... Friday
night was a real earful so get off my back. K.
Kathy,Cara, and Tina, You're a bunch of
dynamite kids! We'll be sorry when you leave.
Adricme & Moe.
To the two guys who helped us with our Oat
Wednesday in the snow- Thanks alo!. We owe
you a cup of coffee. See you around c~mpus.
The Girls in' the blue Cutlass.
To B,P.P, and 1, Larry's was one trip throu~h
the window. In and Out! Gatta love it and gatta
::10 it againl But ~ert:1ust admit no. 68 one
neck 01 a bouncer, Spy no.

is

Happy Holiday, Please find out the words or ['[I
go.crazy! Maybe if you're nic~ I'll dance for you
aSiain. I.9.T.C.

The Waltons'

Moe, while you're hanging around the Union
you can read this: Thanks for hanging around
with me, we'll have to make this a habit! From,
Another Professional Union Socializer.

Dusty's
Clothes Line
697-2717

Campus. Plaza
OPEN
Mon.--Wed. & Fri;--Sat.
10anl--6pm
Open Thursday lOam to 9pm

Quality Women's
Clothing at Discount
Prices
Mondays.10% ..off-wit.h?SC.-ID
.
.,..,.

Waltoil

Saturday Special
Roast Prime Rib
$6.QS

42 Central Square
Bridgewater
Home Cooked Meals
10% off with student ID
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Tony Costello's Sports Chat
R('centl~' I had the great
plet'lsure of talking to a pair of
young gentlemen who can only be
described as "New York'
Sportsfreaks." Mike Bracken, a
beer truck driver, and Art
Schultz, a bartender. are from
New York's Long Island area and
were in the Bridgewater area this
past \.,,'eek.
Both agreed that the Red Sox
were their least liked team.
'Without a doubt, everybody hates
the Sox, and Carlton Fisk in
particular," said Bracken. When
asked about their thoughts on Don
Zimmer, Schultz stated that
"Zimmer is the Walter Mondale of
baseball, he has no personality at all,
he's sort of like a dead fish." As for
their own New York Yankees, the
two pointed out that after the tragic
death of Thurman Munson, nobody
cared about baseball, as it seemed
that season had ended. Both mer
believed that Rich Gossages'
absence also hurt the Yankees'
chances. Mr. Bracken, when asked
about Yankees reliever Ron Davis,
said that "He's a vulture. He'll come
in late in the game, give up the tying
run, 'and win the game for himself."
We also chatted briefly on football
and hockey. Mr. Bracken
mentioned that hewasdissapointed
in the Patriots play· "They've got
too much talent to lose to stiffs", was
his opinion. Both agreed that as far
as their own teams, the Giants and
Jets were both jokes. 'The fumble
play against the Eagles last year
typifies the play of the N.Y. Gia_nts in
recent years" was Schultz's
thought. Moving to hockey, both
were ardent N.Y. Rangers fans, who
disliked the Islanders. Schultz tole
me that "There are two different
crowds for hockey games, the beer
drinkers love the Rangers, and
Tequila Sunrise crowd appeals to
the the hlanders," Both gentlemen

~lci: ,,:tha,t.

they ,like.,th~ 8r::Ulns.
(O'Reilly and Cashman) in
particular. Immediately after the
. interview, 1 c01,Jld not help butthink
about my PO 360 class. That is, for
all you political scientists. there are

many dltterent IJ.'ays of vie\.vmg
world affairs, and sports is no
exception. (P.S.-Both said that we
New Englanders shouldn't complain
about high beer prices, i.e. a case of
Micheiob runs for abour eleven
bucks in New York.)
Bruins goalie Gerry Cheevers
was the victim of an unusual theft
during last Sunday's N.H.L. game
against Pittsburgh. Apparently, a
few fans got curious and walked off
with his famed "stitched" goalies
mask. Fortunately, the ownership
was a short one, as working on a tip
from fans who had seen the
incident, the nearby Hanson Police
recovered the mask in their
community that same night.
Quote of the week goes to Celtics
coach Bill Fitch. Discussing rookie
sensation Larry Bird, he said "The
1978 Celtics draft selection was a
case of the early worm getting thE
Bird" ... Thoughts while watching the
1979 World Series ... The Pirates
theme song "We Are Family" (drove
me nuts!), Phil Garners defense (or
lack of it), Mrs. Moreno's whistle (it
didn"t help much, her husban
Omar, left several thousand men or.
basel, Howard Cosell's agnost;c
remarks on Urban renewal ir
Baltimore and Pittsburgh (is he ar
annOunced candidate?),and TinStoddards' first major league swing.
which produced an RBI single (wh>
the heck did Weaver let him ba1
anywdy?) .... Congratulations are ir.
order to both the Faculty football
team, and the B.S.C. cross country
team. 'The Faculty, with a hard·
hitting defense led by middle·
linebacker "Killer" Kryzanek
blunked the Administrative team 18·
0, whil~ the Running Bears took
home the Codfish Trophy during
last week's race in boston ... Louie
Dampier. cut by the New Jersey
Nets, was. the last of the original
ABA players. ,.The recent AuburnVand~rbilt
footbaUgame. was'
certainly no defellsive struggle"

Combined, the two teams racked
. up forty fint downs, 918 yards in
total offensf'>, and only three parts,
as Au burn won a

52-35~th;r~iIl:e~r'_ _~:::::==::~==~:::1=:::::;S;;~~~3SSS~~SSSSSSS:~SSSS~~5SSSiSis8t

,Patriots vs Baltimore Colts."", .
.......... Sunday, November 18tl1
Smuggler's Notch Ski Weekend.
.... ....... F"ebruary 8 .. 11 th,1980 '
Killington Ski Weekend. february
29-March 2 1 9 8 0 '

Bears Win
First Game

Fresh off a fine performance at.
New Haven the week before, the
B.S.c. Bears put it all together as
they easily defeated Western
Con¥lecticut 20-6, for their first win
of the season.
The game was never really in
doubt as tailback Bob Lee, who led
all rushers with 62 yards, got the
Bears moving early. His five-yard
run capped off a 7S-yard drive in the
early going. Kicker Dave Hickey
booted the extra point to give the
Bears a 7·0 le·ad.
Just before halftime Captain
Greg Kasabian pounced on a
fumble to give Bridgewater good
field' position near midfield. The
Bears drove down insid~ the ten,
but were stopped there. Hickey
instead connected on a 26·yard field
goal to make the score 10·0 at
halftime.
The Bears first drive in the second

o

half produced seven more points as

Men's volleyball rosters due date has been extended to
Wednesday, October 24th, 4 p.m. to IMjREC Coordinator (109
Kelly). Entry b~anks are located in the letter rack next to the
IM/REC bulletin board in the main lobby of the gym. NO LATE
ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED. Play begins week of October
29th.'

Volleyball News

M~rk Maclsaac connected with Jeff

Finan on a 36 yard scoring play and
another Hickey kick made it 17-0.
Western Connecticut got on the
board, going in from 35 yards after
recovering a Bridgewater fumble.
Late' in the third quarter, Hickey
concluded the scoring with a 32yard field goaL
' "
The .. Bears defense once again
was super as it. held Western
Connecticut to only 144 yards in
total offense. The Bears meanwhile
were led by a balanced attack wit ll
122 yards passing and 15~ yards
rushing ... The win moved the Bears
out of the cellar in the New England
Conference as their record is'now 1·
2-L.The Bears will play at home
next Saturday at Swenson Field as
their opposititon will be Plymouth
State. Go for it, Bean3!

The Women's Volleyball Team
traveled to Clark University last
Tuesday where they split a pair of
matches, first losing to Bates
College and then coming back with
a win over Clark, In losing to Bates
15·9 and 15-11, the team was unable
to prepare themselves mentally,
Communication was poor which led
to an overall sloppy performance.
An injury to Eileen Buckley during
warmups was definitely a factor as
the team was visibly deflated by her
loss. Captain Eileen will be out for at
least. two' weeks with a sprained
ankle.
Momen-ts later, the girls
rebounded with a 15-7,15·3 win over
Clark. They received some good
setting from Gayle Kiley and good
hitting from Carleen Schavone,
Sheryl Pierce, and Sylvial Escoto.

Concentration was again a problem
as they were unable to execute with
preCISion. Communication was
much improved over the Bates'
match which compensated for some
loose play. In the words of Coach
Kevin Keene, the girls "must
continue to work on development of
concentration skills and fighting
spirit". Their current record stands
at 3-4.
In more volleyball action, the
Bears lost a. tough match to MIT
Thursday. They fought back to take
two important games but that was
all they got as they lost 3·2.
Saturday, the team traveled to
Quincy· for a tri'Tllatch with Eastern
Nazarene and Mt. Holyoke. Sut stiff
competition they were as the girls
were handed 3-0 and ,3-2 losses for
the day.

The Bears finally returned to their
winning ways on Tuesday in a tri- .
match with Barrington and
Wheaton Colleges. The girls 'put it
all together in a 15-9, 12 win over
Barrington.
Carleen
Schavone
turned in an incredible all· around
performance. The team also
received superb hitting form Cheryl
Freitas and Cathy Spillane.
They did not savor their victory
for long, however, as Wheaton
ended their streak with a 2-0 win.
Still another injury during warmups,
this time to spiritUal leader Sylvia.
Escoto. could hurt their chances for
a suc~essful season. But the
potential is there and hopefully it will
put them back on the winning track
soon. Thejr current record now
stands at 4;8.

